Rooted - Uprooted:
Two parts goûter and
a final feast

Jeanne van Heeswijk’s invitation to
propose a training from the different
lines of work QANAT embeds, came as
a compelling exercise to think about the
notion of the “Not Yet” not only from the
perspective of raising waters and drying
lands, but also in relation to food.
One way to explore our complex
relationship to food, is through the
constructed binary coupling: rooted
and uprooted. Our aim was to
initiate conversations and reflections
unfolding from these notions
and their relations to each other.
While unpacking imaginaries and
terminologies related to rootedness
and uprootedness, we also tried to
challenge the very dichotomous nature
on which these terms statutorily stand.
The structure of a goûter sets the
stage for a free flow of conversation.
So many of our fondest memories
are nuritied by recipes that carry
generational knowledge and knowhow. They can create a sense of
rootedness in a certain place and
history, a way to self-identify via a
particular culture or practise. In our
gouter - part one, we gathered over a
pottage, a classic comfort food, while
we listened to each others’ stories.

If part one revolved around nostalgia,
part two looked at conditions of
alienation and uprootedness. A
popular food trope in sci-fi films
are meals that evoke a form of
disgust. Food is reduced to mere
practicality, solely to provide the
body with sufficient nutrients. Its
unappealing and synthetic appearance
communicates that there is no known
local anymore, only the abstract global.
“What will we eat when half of the
Netherlands is under water?”
Food dyed blue-green by spirulina
may still look uncanny to many of
us today. Yet, as we were reminded
during our training, algae have been
harvested for centuries across many
geographical regions.
Although the Rooted - Uprooted is a
compelling ordering device, at a closer
look its boundaries are seemingly
fragile and negotiable.
Only in this fluid form can it be
assumed as a critical framework to
reassemble the key ingredients for a
Not Yet known recipe.

R1

Carrot, celery, kale, oat,
leek, mushrooms, onions,
laurel, berries, herbs,
nostalgia, comfort,
familiarity, ritual,
social nourishment,
subjective past

U1

Agar, crickets, fruit powder, seasoning mix,
disgust, the exotic,
the hybrid, the uncanny,
the alien

R2

Go into the garden and gather what you
see. Put it in a pot. Let it simmer for long
enough to become a comforting mass of
liquid warmth. Pottage, the medieval term
for a semi-liquid dish, typically based
on cereal, was a mainstay of diets for
centuries. A simple dish that made its way
into various cuisines and communities
across the world. The embodiment of
comfort food.

U2

Being healthy and happy depends on
nutritious food. This bar provides you with
all your dietary needs in one convenient
‘‘good-tasting’’ meal. We know you have a
busy life and time is precious. So let us take
care of you and you take care of work. Our
nutritious bar comes in various flavours,
one for each new bright day.

R3

R4

R5

Collective still
lifes. An exercise in
playfully capturing
items embodying
our food identities,
personal memories and
belongings.

R6

U3

Ruminations with artist,
chef and educator,
Asia Komarova,
on ways algae might
make up a larger part of
our eventual diets.

House-made spirulina
tagliatelle, tofu ragù,
local watercress

U4

FINAL FEAST
À la carte:
Oasis
A fertile landscape nourished by velvety
chickpeas, lemon, tahini, garlic, olive oil,
salt and pepper. From this luxurious soil,
crispy greenery springs.
Desert
Golden cliffs of grains make the couscous
ground of this scape. As rocks or
earthly constructions, cumuli of tfaya’s
garnishment stand out. This sweet and
salty Moroccan sauce combines onions,
raisins, cinnamon, ras el hanout and honey
reduced for hours.
Waste-land
A scape of dark rice punctuated by
industrial container-shaped tubers,
refined at high temperatures in olive oil
with coarse sea salt, and an alchemy of
herbs. An ominous, thick tomato-based
pool accompanies this scape, served as a
garnishment for its’ barren soil.
Productive land
Rich and fertile, this landscape aches to
be used. Green lentils made Earth brown
by hours of simmering, topped with kale,
watercress, spring onions all radiant in a
shiny extra virgin olive oil bath.
Underwatered land
Salty, blue-green sea where once was land.
Lots of productive algaes to supplement our
future diets: spirulina, chlorella, nori, kombu.

Entangled Ecologies
Humanity’s desire to exert control over its environment
is perhaps best seen from above. The hinterland exhibits
an intricate tessellation of productive landscapes.
Within these striking images of competing lines
and fields, we bear witness to the constant struggle
between urbanization and food production. What does
it mean today to live off the land? Entangled Ecologies
aims to offer a prism through which to view the complex
(entangled) relations between food, design, landscape,
and infrastructure across various geographies.

